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new Array(k) .map((_, i) => color(i / k)) } function build(k, e) { var t = setTimeout(() => {
if (a) throw new Error('build timed out') setTimeout(() => { set_state(e) a = true }, delay)
}, delay) set_state(e) } McLaren F1 team are to make a "substantial" investment in its new
car for the 2010 season, according to team principal Martin Whitmarsh. The newly-formed
team already revealed its 2010 challenger to be the MP4-26, which is currently undergoing
a wind tunnel trial and a crash test program in the UK. The design has been substantially
altered in preparation for the new season, but despite the fact that the car still has the

engine and mechanical layout from the 2009 car, Whitmarsh reckons the 2010 version will
"look like a completely new car". "We are going to invest a substantial amount of money in

2010 in terms of the new aerodynamics, new suspension and new cockpit," said
Whitmarsh. "We will be replacing quite a substantial number of parts." The MP4-26 is

expected to be launched to the media in the UK later in the year, but Whitmarsh admitted
that the new car would not actually have to be made for a few months. "We can
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